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KSE-100 on Tuesday continued its positive momentum and
concluded the session in the green zone. The index made an
intra-day high and low at 42,314 (267 points) and 42,047 (0
points) respectively while closed at 42,265 by gaining 218
points. Trading volume has increased to 85mn shares as
compared to 63mn shares on the previous trading day. Going
forward, we expect the market to remain positive. The
resistance for the index resides at 42,500. Breaking this level
can further push the index towards 42,999 (200 DMA).
Contrarily, the support for the index resides at 41,766 (50
DMA).

International
Asian shares fall ahead of U.S. CPI, crypto worries mount
Asian share markets were tense on Thursday and the dollar
held on to its overnight gains before the big test of a U.S.
consumer inflation report, while market sentiment took a dive
as the likely collapse of a major crypto exchange spooked
investors. With no final results available from the U.S. midterm elections, investors were turning to the upcoming
inflation data later in the day, which are likely to show see more…
Oil down 3% again on U.S. stockpile build, IEA warns against
$100 a barrel
U.S. oil inventories have been volatile of late and crude prices
have been overreaching on their way up and down, depending
on whether the data shows a stockpile build or drop. But when
the head of the International Energy Agency, or IEA, cautions
about the damage $100 a barrel can do to the economy,
especially when U.S. crude stockpiles come in three see more…
Politics
PM for judicial commission
Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif has written a letter to the Chief
Justice of Pakistan, Umar Ata Bandial, requesting him to
constitute a judicial commission comprising all available
judges of the apex court to examine whether the shooting was
a result of a criminal conspiracy hatched to assassinate the PTI
chairman or the act of a lone shooter. The prime minister’s
letter stated that the unfortunate incident of firing at see more…
Economy
AIIB to give us $500m to counter social fallout - Positive
Pakistan will receive $500 million as co-financing for the
BRACE development program from the Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank (AIIB), the finance minister Ishaq Dar said on
Wednesday. The BRACE (Building Resilience with Active
Counteryclical Expenditures Program) is an Asian
Development Bank financing programme to counter the social
fallouts of economic crisis. “These funds will be received by
State Bank of Pakistan within November 2022,” Dar see more…

Source: dps.psx.com.pk, investing.com, forex.com
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Cabinet approved $900m escrow account for Reko Diq in March,
SC told - Neutral
The federal cabinet approved the creation of a $900 million
escrow account for payments to the Chilean firm Antofagasta on
March 14, 2022, whereas negotiations to reach a settlement with
Barrick Gold Corporation (BCG) for the Reko Diq mining project
were finalised on March 17, Additional Attorney General
Chaudhry Aamir Rehman told the Supreme Court on see more…

SBP takes big step to contain forex outflow - Neutral
In a major move to contain the outflow of foreign exchange
from the country, the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) has
reduced the existing foreign currency cash carrying limits by
50 percent for travel purposes with immediate effect. The
State Bank on Tuesday rationalized limits for Foreign
Exchange Cash Carrying for travel and Cross Border
Transactions through Debit or Credit Cards to further see more…

Q1 non-tax collection dips 16.29pc to Rs202.159bn YoY Negative
The federal non-tax collection has fallen by 16.29 percent to
Rs202.159 billion during the first quarter of the current fiscal year
as opposed to Rs241.536 billion for the same period of last fiscal
year consequent to zero surplus profit of the State Bank of
Pakistan (SBP). According to the Finance Ministry’s budgetary
operation for the first quarter of the ongoing fiscal year, see more…

Gas utilities seek up to 237pc hike in tariffs - Neutral
Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Ltd (SNGPL) and Sui Southern Gas
Company Ltd (SSGCL) have demanded up to 237 per cent
increase in natural gas rates to generate about Rs660 billion
in additional funds during the current fiscal year. In separate
tariff petitions to the Oil & Gas Regulatory Authority (Ogra),
the Lahore-based SNGPL on Tuesday sought an increase of
Rs1,294 per million British thermal unit (mmBtu) or see more…

Four exploration blocks awarded - Positive
The government provisionally awarded four new exploration
blocks to the joint ventures of Pakistan Petroleum Ltd (PPL), Oil
and Gas Develo-pment Company Ltd (OGDC) and Mari Petroleum
Company Ltd (MPCL), the companies announced on the Pakistan
Stock Excha-nge on Tuesday. The operator of Shaigalu block will
be PPL with a 40 per cent stake while MPCL and OGDC will control
30pc shareholding each. The operator of South Pishin block see more…

Interest-free banking verdict: SBP, NBP to withdraw pleas:
Dar - Positive
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar has stated that the federal
government has decided to withdraw the State Bank of
Pakistan (SBP)’s and the National Bank of Pakistan (NBP)’s
appeals from the Supreme Court against Sharia court with
respect to make the economy interest-free in the next five
years. The finance minister announced this through see more…

Maple Leaf Cement begins Line 4 production - Positive
Maple Leaf Cement Factory Ltd (MLCF) has informed Pakistan
Stock Exchange (PSX) that an additional dry process clinker
production line of 7000tpd grey clinker, a brownfield expansion at
the company’s existing site in Iskanderabad, Punjab, successfully
started production on 3 November 2022, according to a bourse
filing of Company Secretary Muhammad Ashraf. MLCF had signed
a contract with Chengdu Design & Research Institute, see more…

IT companies striving to tap into new frontiers - Positive
Pakistani companies are endeavouring to offer services in new
areas of the internet such as non-fungible tokens (NFTs),
metaverse and Web3. Systems Limited (SYS), an IT export
company, in a recent corporate briefing apprised participants
that it had constituted a research team of highly skilled
professionals to explore opportunities in NFTs, metaverse and
Web3. “They are exploring these new areas that have see more…

Govt raises Rs46b through Sukuk - Neutral
The government has raised Rs46.44 billion through the issuance of
Ijarah Sukuks under the new series launched in October 2022 to
finance the budget deficit and promote Shariah-compliant
banking in Pakistan. Speaking to the Express Tribune, Meezan
Bank Senior Executive Vice-President and Head of Shariah
Compliance, Ahmed Ali Siddiqui said, “Under the new series, the
government has started issuing Ijarah Sukuk bonds against see more…

Pakistan, Kenya dollar bonds rise - Neutral
Pakistan and Kenya's sovereign dollar bonds rose sharply on
Tuesday, as investors bought back into some frontier market
issuers amid dollar weakness, Reuters reported. Pakistan's
shorter-dated dollar denominated bonds were up as much as
8.7 cents in the dollar, Tradeweb data showed, though still
traded at deeply distressed levels of around half its face value.
Signs of Chinese support for Pakistan, which is in a see more…
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This report has been prepared by Abbasi & Company (Private) Limited and is provided for information purposes only. Under no circumstances, this is to be used or considered as an offer
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are subject to market risk and Abbasi & Company (Private) Limited accepts no responsibility whatsoever for any direct or indirect consequential loss arising from any use of this report or
its contents. In particular, the report takes no account of the investment objectives, financial situation and needs of investors, who should seek further professional advice or rely upon
their own judgment and acumen before making any investment. The views expressed in this report are those of Abbasi & Company (Private) Limited Research Department and do not
necessarily reflect those of the company or its directors. Abbasi & Company (Private) Limited as a firm may have business relationships, including investment‐-banking relationships, with
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All rights reserved by Abbasi & Company (Private) Limited. This report or any portion hereof may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any person for any purpose whatsoever.
Nor can it be sent to a third party without prior consent of Abbasi & Company (Private) Limited. Action could be taken for unauthorized reproduction, distribution or publication
VALIDITY OF THE PUBLICATION OR REPORT
The information in this publication or report is, regardless of source, given in good faith, and may only be valid as of the stated date of this publication or report. The information may be
subject to change without notice, its accuracy is not guaranteed, it may be incomplete or condensed and it may not contain all material information concerning the company, jurisdiction
or financial instruments referred to in this report. The valuations, opinions, estimates, forecasts, ratings or risk assessments herein constitutes a judgment as of the date of this report and
were based upon several estimates and assumptions and are inherently subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies. It can be expected that one or more of the estimates on
which the valuations, opinions, estimates, forecasts, ratings or risk assessments were based will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results. Therefore, the inclusion of the
valuations, opinions, estimates, forecasts, ratings or risk assessments described herein is not to be relied upon as a representation and/or warranty by Abbasi & Company (Private) Limited
and/or its other associated and affiliated companies, that:
I. Such valuations, opinions, estimates, forecasts, ratings or risk assessments or their underlying assumptions will be achieved, and
II. There is any assurance that future results or events will be consistent with any such valuations, opinions, estimates, forecasts, ratings or risk assessments stated therein
DEFINITION OF TERMS
TP
FCFE
PE
EPS
ROA

Target Price
Free Cash Flows to Equity
Price to Earnings Ratio
Earnings Per Share
Return on Assets

DDM
FCFF
PB
DPS
SOTP

Dividend Discount Model
Free Cash Flows to Firm
Price to Book Ratio
Dividend Per Share
Sum of the Parts

FCF
DCF
BVPS
ROE
JPB

Free Cash Flows
Discounted Cash Flows
Book Value Per Share
Return of Equity
Justified Price to Book

VALUATION METHODOLOGY
To arrive at our Target Price, Abbasi & Company (Private) Limited uses different valuation methods which include:
I. Discounted Cash Flow Model
II. Dividend Discount Model
III. Relative Valuation Model
IV. Sum of Parts Valuation
RATINGS CRITERIA
Abbasi & Company (Private) Limited employs a three-tier ratings system to rate a stock and sector, as mentioned below, which is based upon the level of expected return for a specific
stock and outlook of sector. The rating is based on the following with stated time horizon
Stock Rating
BUY
HOLD
SELL

Sector Rating
Overweight
Market Weight
Underweight

Expected Total Return
Greater than 15%
Between -5% to 15%
Less than and equal to -5%

Sector Outlook
Positive
Neutral
Negative

Ratings are updated to account for any development impacting the economy/sector/company, changes in analysts’ assumptions or a combination of these factors.
RESEARCH DISSEMINATION POLICY
Abbasi & Company (Private) Limited endeavors to make all reasonable efforts to disseminate research to all eligible clients in a timely manner through either physical or electronic
distribution such as email, fax mail etc. Nevertheless, all clients may not receive the material at the same time
OTHER DISCLOSURES
The research analyst is primarily involved in the preparation of this report, certifies that:
I. The views expressed in this report accurately reflect his/her personal views about the subject company/stock /sector and economy
II. No part of his/her compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in this report
The Research Analyst is not and was not involved in issuing of a research report on any of the subject company’s associated companies
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